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How fast can you 
react? Try Frantic 
Frog and find out! The 
game comes with two 
plush animal frogs.

More Details . . .
The Chips
The game chips come in seven different 
colors.  Each chip color has two different 
animals, plus blanks. For example, the nine 
blue chips have three dogs, three foxes and 
three blanks. 

The black chips are special, because they 
have only three monkeys and six blanks. 

Playing the Game
On each turn, you can take one chip. If you 
see an animal on the board you want to 
collect, you can just take it. Or, you can look 
for an animal you need by flipping over a 
chip. If you find an animal, you can choose 
to take it or you can leave it where it is, with 
the animal facing up. 

Each player can only keep three chips at 
any time. If you take a fourth chip, you must 
return one and leave it with the animal 
facing up. 

If you collect three matching animals, put 
them in a stack. On your next turn, you can 
start collecting another set. 

Monkeys are wild, 
so they will match 
with any animal you 
need them to. 

HINT
Try to remember 
where the blanks 
are so you don’t 

turn them over later! 

Kids will love the 
finger-puppet 

characters. 

Match hands 
fingertip to fingertip!

For a longer game, try 
collecting 4 or 5 sets!



Let’s Play!

Some chips have animal 
faces. Others will be 
blank.

It doesn’t matter 
which side of each 
chip is face-up.  

Choose a player to go first. Making Sets

?
On your turn you can:

a) Take a face-up chip

b) Flip a face-down chip 
and either take or leave it

(see reverse for more details)

If you collect 3 sets of 
animals, you win!

Another dog chip will 
complete your set.

Let’s say you have two 
dog chips.

A blank chip won’t complete 
your set. Sorry! 

A monkey chip will
work too!

Pour the chips out
and spread them out.

What’s Included:
• 63 chips

• One Zipperoos plush monkey 

Can you collect 3 sets of 3 animal
chips faster than any other player?
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If you flip over a chip...

Monkeys Are Wild
A monkey chip can help 
you complete other 
animal sets.

You’re trying to collect as 
many sets of 3 matching 
chips as you can.


